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	A computer program is a set of statements that is used to create an output, such as a screen

	display, a printed report, a set of data records, or a calculated set of numbers.





	Most programs involve statements that are executed in sequence.





	A program is written using the statements of a programming language.

	Individual statements perform simple operations such as printing an item of text,

	calculating a single value, and comparing values to determine which set of statements to

	execute.





	Simple instructions are performed in hardware by the computer’s central processing unit.

	Complex instructions are written in programming languages and translated into the

	internal instruction set by another program.





	Computer memory is generally composed of bytes, which are data items that contain a

	binary number. These values can range from 0 to 255.





	Memory locations are referred to by number, known as an address.





	A memory location can be used to record information such as a small number, data from a

	graphics image, part of a memory address, a program instruction, and a numeric value

	representing a single letter.





	Program instructions and data are stored in memory while a program is executing.
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Practical Methods of Financial Engineering and Risk Management: Tools for Modern Financial ProfessionalsApress, 2014

	Risk control, capital allocation, and realistic derivative pricing and hedging are critical concerns for major financial institutions and individual traders alike. Events from the collapse of Lehman Brothers to the Greek sovereign debt crisis demonstrate the urgent and abiding need for statistical tools...
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ScientologyOxford University Press, 2009
Scientology is arguably the most persistently controversial of all contemporary New Religious Movements.  The Church of Scientology has been involved in battles over tax issues, a ten-year conflict with the Food and Drug Administration, extended turmoil with a number of European governments, and has even been subjected to FBI raids in Washington,...
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Arabic Phrases For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009

	A concise, portable guide for communicating in Arabic

	

	Today, Arabic is spoken in more than 20 countries, and more than one billion people study Arabic for religious reasons. This practical guide offers help on basic Arabic words and phrases and eases communication with Arabic speakers. Written as a companion to Arabic For...
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Real-World Wireless Sensor Networks: 4th International Workshop, REALWSN 2010Springer, 2011

	Welcome to the proceedings of REALWSN 2010, the 4th Workshop on Real-World Wireless Sensor Networks!


	After three meetings in Europe we decided to hold REALWSN in exciting Sri Lanka. We want to thank the local organizers as well as the authors, attendees and members of the technical Program Committee, Demo and Poster Chairs for...
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Environmental Nanotechnology Volume 3 (Environmental Chemistry for a Sustainable World)Springer, 2019

	
		This third volume on environmental nanotechnology includes chapters dealing with topics such nanoremediation, waste water purification, nanosensors, nanomedicine, and nanofiltration. It also highlights the safety aspects and risk assessment and management related to several toxins, as well as nanotechnology related solutions for...
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Handbook of Software EngineeringSpringer, 2019

	
		This handbook provides a unique and in-depth survey of the current state-of-the-art in software engineering, covering its major topics, the conceptual genealogy of each subfield, and discussing future research directions. Subjects include foundational areas of software engineering (e.g. software processes, requirements engineering,...
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